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The U.S. Census Bureau is investigating adaptive Nonresponse Follow-Up (NRFU) strategies
for single unit businesses in the 2017 Economic Census. These collection protocols require
a suite of viable alternative procedures that can be implemented. With business surveys, the
majority of cognitive research and nonresponse follow-up procedures focus on collection
methods that obtain valid response data from the larger businesses, and there is relatively little
quantitative or qualitative research for small businesses. Moreover, the contact methods for
small businesses are often constrained by budget limitations. Business programs at the U.S.
Census Bureau rely on mailed reminder letters and supplemental promotional materials, with
options for certified and bulk mailings. To explore the benefits and disadvantages of the
proposed alternative nonresponse follow-up procedures for small businesses, we conducted a
field experiment embedded in the 2014 Annual Survey of Manufactures, an annual program
that has similar data collection procedures and sampling units as the Economic Census. This
article describes the study and presents the results, then discusses how the recommended
nonresponse follow-up procedures are implemented in an adaptive collection design test
presently being conducted in the 2015 Annual Survey of Manufactures.
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1. Introduction

The U.S. Census Bureau is investigating adaptive Nonresponse Follow-Up (NRFU)

strategies for single unit businesses in the 2017 Economic Census. With an adaptive

collection or response design, paradata and sample data are used to determine whether and

when to change the current procedures (Schouten et al. 2013 and Groves and Heeringa

2006). Of course, for these strategies to work, the survey practitioner must have an

available suite of viable alternative procedures to be implemented. For example, Groves

and Heeringa (2006) discuss two-phase sample designs, where the first phase of collection

surveys all sampled units using a relatively inexpensive protocol and the second phase of

collection is a probability subsample of units who receive a more expensive but provably

effective collection treatment.
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With business surveys, the majority of cognitive research and NRFU procedures focus

on collection methods that obtain valid response data from the larger units (see Willimack

and Nichols 2010; Snijkers et al. 2013; Thompson and Oliver 2012; and Thompson and

Washington 2013, among others), attempting to control both measurement errors (making

it easier for businesses to provide valid data under the same definitions as requested) and

nonresponse errors. Why? Business populations are highly skewed, with a few sample

units contributing to the majority of the industry totals. Consequently, business survey

operational procedures are designed to increase the likelihood of obtaining valid responses

from large units. Larger businesses are more likely to be contacted personally if there are

questions about the data or as planned unit nonresponse follow-up. Account managers are

assigned to maintain ongoing personal contact with the largest companies, especially those

that are surveyed in many different programs (Brady 2016). Focus groups and business site

interviews target large companies that operate in more than one industry, simultaneously

attempting to gain insight into effective collection methods while recruiting survey

response. In a sense, adaptive collection or (responsive) design practices are inherent in the

contact strategy practices for large businesses surveyed by U.S. Census Bureau economic

programs, especially in the NRFU procedures. Accordingly, the unit response rates and

total quantity response rates (item-level) for the large businesses included with certainty

(sampled with probably ¼ 1) are often well above the 70% recommended by the 2006

Federal Register Notice (Knutson and Cepluch 2016; Lineback and Fink 2012; Thompson

and Oliver 2012; Thompson et al. 2015).

In contrast, the small establishments receive very little personal contact (if any), and

there is limited cognitive research on preferable contact strategies to draw upon. In

general, smaller businesses are mailed reminder letters, but rarely receive telephone

reminders or other personal contact. To summarize, unit nonresponse from large

businesses is monitored and “managed,” whereas small business nonresponse tends to be

downplayed. As response rates are decreasing in many programs, this small business

subpopulation becomes more important in the survey totals and improvements in

collection protocols are sought.

The Economic Census poses extra challenges with determining respondent contact

strategies. This quinquennial program samples establishments (business locations), not

companies (firms), collecting a core set of data items from each establishment called

general statistics as well as information on the revenue obtained from product sales and

other industry-specific variables. Establishments fall into two broad categories: (1) Single

unit establishments own or operate a business at a single location and are classified into a

single industry and (2) Multi unit establishments comprise of two or more establishments

that are owned or operated by the same company. Multi unit companies receive one

questionnaire per establishment and their packets may contain a variety of different forms

depending upon the industries in which its establishments operate. Additional

completeness procedures are implemented to ensure that the majority of a multi unit

company’s questionnaires are received, as are additional data quality comparisons

(examining aggregated establishment data to originating company administrative or

auxiliary variables).

Single unit and multi unit establishments within the same industry can be quite

similar in terms of size as measured by total sales, payroll, or employment, but the
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response burden and collection challenges are quite different. For example, Willimack

and Nichols (2010) notes that small businesses may not keep track of all the requested

detailed data items. Bavdaž (2010) and Hedlin et al. (2008) note that small businesses

may find the burden of responding to a survey as being too high (technically, Hedlin

et al. (2008) provides evidence that larger businesses perceive surveys as being

less burdensome than smaller businesses). In contrast, multi unit companies are more

likely to maintain the detailed data on their records due to external regulations, but

collecting the disaggregated establishment level data may be difficult (Willimack and

Nichols 2010).

The 2017 Economic Census will incorporate two major collection changes. First, data

collection will be entirely electronic (web based) with no paper form alternatives; previous

censuses have been primarily mail-out/mail-back and included a paper instrument.

Second, the Economic Census will use the expanded North American Products

Classification System (NAPCS), allowing cross-sector reporting instead of industry-

specific product coding. These major changes are the catalyst for conducting embedded

experiments on data collection features in several ongoing annual business surveys during

the interim intercensal period. The results from these tests will be used to develop the

census data collection strategies for 2017.

Our research investigates NRFU strategies designed to elicit response from single

unit establishments. These strategies are field tested in the Annual Survey of

Manufactures (ASM), selected for reasons provided below. In part, we are motivated by

the suggested differences in collected data quality between large and small businesses

described in Thompson and Washington (2013), Willimack and Nichols (2010), Bavdaž

(2010), and Thompson et al. (2015). We are also motivated by the success reported in

Kirgis and Lepkowski (2013), who describe how making specific changes to the data

collection procedures to target specified “hard to reach” establishments improved

estimates.

Returning to the theme of requiring alternative collection treatments for adaptive

collection designs, budget constraints often come into play in developing contact

strategies for small businesses, as the majority of the contact strategy budget is allocated to

the larger business. For example, personal phone calls and more frequent contacts have

been shown to be effective for eliciting response from small businesses (Marquette et al.

2015), but are quite expensive and are generally not considered by the Census Bureau

as financially viable options. Certified mailings have likewise been proven effective

(Marquette et al. 2015). However, inexpensive procedures are generally preferred and

are heavily utilized. These procedures include reminder letters, along with other

supplementary printed materials.

The tone and content of these materials can affect response. Torres van Grinsven et al.

(2014) categorizes businesses’ response motivation as intrinsic (“completely self-

determined, internally rewarding motivation”) or as extrinsic (mandated by outside

authorities). Material that highlights due dates and mandatory response emphasizes the

extrinsic motivating forces, whereas material that describes aspects of survey utility

appeal to more internalized motivating forces. These messages can be framed positively or

negatively. Positively framed messages underscore the benefits of responding (Dillman

et al. 1996). With a business survey, these materials might include a promotional message
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illustrating the importance of the collected data to national estimates used for policy

decisions (social utility motivation) or to explain how the published survey estimates can

be used to benefit the designated establishment (egoistic motivation). Positively framed

appeals have been shown to increase response rates with business surveys. Hedlin et al.

(2008) describes an embedded experiment in a business survey conducted by Statistics

Sweden that compared the effects of promotional material describing the uses and

importance of collected data to material that offered free key estimates to the respondent at

a later date. Neither treatment was shown to affect response rates, although there was a

positive association between one of the incentive treatments and perception of the survey’s

usefulness. Torres van Grinsven et al. (2014, 592) report anecdotal findings from their

cross sectional study of businesses, stating, “a friendly tone and language as an expression

of a correct relationship seemed to be expected in communication that was addressed

to businesses; they might have even been indispensable for survey requests to be

considered.” Alternatively, negative material carries a threatening message such as legal

action for mandatory surveys. Torres van Grinsven et al. (2014) discuss detrimental effects

on small business attitude and response when presented with negative or punitive reminder

letters. Tulp et al. (1991) reports improved response rates by highlighting the legal

obligation to respond to mandatory (business) surveys via a printed reminder on the survey

notification envelope. Although these results are important, to our knowledge there are no

studies that specifically contrast effects on response rates and respondent conditioning

resulting from positively framed or negative framed material in a business survey setting

as applied exclusively to small businesses.

As mentioned above, previous research conducted in the 2007 and 2012 Economic

Censuses demonstrated that response rates for single unit establishments in low

responding industries are improved by including a certified mailing in the NRFU protocol

(Marquette et al. 2015). These studies were limited in scope and did not examine aspects

of quality other than response rate. Our eventual goal is to implement a more adaptive

collection protocol for all single unit businesses in the 2017 Economic Census, so we are

interested in examining the effects of the proposed alternative NRFU procedures on all

single unit establishments in a variety of industries. Consequently, we embedded a split

panel study as field test in the 2014 ASM.

We selected the ASM as a testing ground for several reasons. The ASM data collection

strategy for single unit establishments is very similar to the Economic Census procedures.

Both programs are mandatory and sample units are informed of this at first contact. Both

programs collect data from establishments. Furthermore, the ASM questionnaire is a

subset of the manufacturing sector’s Economic Census questionnaire (the ASM is only

conducted in non-census years) and the ASM uses the same editing and imputation

procedures as the Economic Census. Since we are ultimately concerned with quality

effects on collected items from small businesses in the Economic Census, the ASM is

therefore an excellent testing ground. Ideally, we would want to test Economic Census

contact strategies in all economic sectors. Unfortunately, the other annual economic

surveys conducted at the U.S. Census Bureau have different sample units (company versus

establishment) and collect different items, making the extrapolation to the census a bit less

transparent. Moreover, not all survey sponsors were comfortable with the risks associated

with embedded experiments in stable ongoing programs.
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Using a split panel design allows us to examine different aspects of response including

response rates, timeliness, and potential nonresponse bias as characterized by respondent

balance with respect to sample characteristics. These aspects address three of the five

dimensions of data quality identified by Eurostat (see http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/

income-and-living-conditions/quality), namely accuracy, timeliness, and coherence.

However, the Eurostat definition of accuracy refers to total survey error (i.e., sampling

errorþ nonsampling error), which is difficult to measure directly. Instead, we assume that

the originally drawn sample represents a complete cross-section of the target population,

considering a response set to be “representative” of the sample when our collective set of

measures for nonresponse bias do not provide evidence otherwise. These indicators are

presented in Section 2.

For this experiment, all ASM single unit cases were randomly assigned to one of three

separate panels, each receiving a different NRFU protocol (treatment). Multi unit

establishments were excluded from this study as the ASM program managers have well-

established and highly successful NRFU strategies for this subpopulation. Section 3

describes the study design, outlines the different treatments, and presents results.

Section 4 presents the design and proposed analysis strategy for an ongoing embedded

experiment in the 2015 ASM, which will couple nonrespondent subsampling of single

unit establishments with the most effective follow-up procedures determined from the

2014 test. We conclude with a few specific observations about these studies along with

general observations on the utility of embedded experiments in this and other similar

settings.

2. Evaluation Metrics

Andridge and Little (2011) observe that there are three components that can be used to

assess the potential for nonresponse bias: the amount of nonresponse, the differences

between respondents and nonrespondents on fully observed characteristics (e.g., paradata,

frame data), and the relationship between these fully observed characteristics and the

survey outcomes (only measureable among respondents). Wagner (2012) presents a useful

typology for alternative indicators for the risk of nonresponse bias that incorporates this

framework: (1) indicators involving the response indicator; (2) indicators involving the

response indicator and frame data or paradata; and (3) indicators involving the response

indicator, frame data or paradata, and the survey data. We classify the indicators described

below using this typology.

Single unit establishments can vary greatly in size (e.g., total receipts, annual payroll,

number of employees). The ASM is a stratified sample, and the largest single unit

establishments in an industry are included with certainty. We use certainty status in our

analyses as a proxy for size in all analyses.

2.1. Indicators Involving the Response Indicator: Type (1) and

Type (2) Indicator Analyses

For business surveys, unit response rates are computed as unweighted ratios of

respondents to eligible cases. This avoids overrepresentation of the smaller cases with

larger weights in the response rate. For computation of the official rates, a respondent is
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defined as eligible reporting unit for which: (1) an attempt was made to collect data; (2) the

unit belongs to the target population; (3) and the unit provided sufficient data to be

classified as a response (Thompson and Oliver 2012). At the survey level, the response

rates are Type 1 indicators. However, we are interested in treatment effects by

nonresponse treatment panel (paradata) and by size category (frame data ¼ certainty

status) are therefore largely confined to Type 2 indicator analyses.

Examining plots of response rates over time by treatment panel (and size subdomain)

can provide indications of potential treatment effects. We validate such observations by

testing the hypothesis of independence of treatment and response rate using chi-squared

tests for independence for the complete set of test cases and by certainty and noncertainty

subdomain. Although the official unit response rates are computed without sampling

weights, testing for differences without incorporating complex design features can lead

to erroneous conclusions (Rao and Scott 1987). Using the Rao-Scott adjusted test

implemented in PROC SURVEYFREQ addresses this problem (SAS/STAT(R) 9.3 User’s

Guide 2015), but incorporates the sampling weights, yielding different response rates than

the official ones [Note: with our results, the differences in corresponding rates were

trivial]. The SAS procedure incorporates the finite population correction (fpc) adjustment

needed for the noncertainty subdomain to incorporate the reduction in sampling variance

from without-replacement sample. Consequently, we conducted both unweighted and

weighted analyses for the noncertainty case evaluations and unweighted analyses only for

the certainty case evaluations. The unweighted analyses use the standard Pearson

statistics; the weighted analyses use the Rao-Scott adjusted test.

Recall that we are interested in measuring timeliness as an aspect of data collection

quality. It is possible that one or more of the treatments affects the length of response

time, without impacting overall response. Time to respond can be modeled as failure-

time data using available paradata and analyzed with survival analyses methods. We fit

Cox proportional hazards regression models to the failure-time data, modeling the hazard

function (li(t)) for each unit i at time t as liðtÞ ¼ lðt; ZiðtÞÞ ¼ l0ðtÞ expðZ 0iðtÞbÞ; where

Zi(t) is a vector of explanatory variables at time t for unit i and b is the associated

unknown vector of regression parameters, assumed to be the same for all individuals

(Cox 1975). The primary statistic of interest is the hazard ratio: a value larger than one

indicates a positive effect on response due to a treatment, whereas a value less than one

is indicative of the converse. A secondary statistic of interest is the regression parameter,

providing confirmatory evidence of the direction of the effect. Ideally, a beneficial

NRFU protocol both positively affects response rate (increases it) and reduces length of

time to respond.

To account for the complex survey design, we use PROC SURVEYPHREG to predict

the onset of response and regress on treatments (SAS/STAT(R) 9.3 User’s Guide 2015).

As with the previous analysis, the fpc-adjustment is needed for the noncertainty

subdomain, but cannot be used for the certainty subdomain (we use PROC PHREG).

Lastly, we are interested in examining the “representativeness” of the respondent

composition of each treatment panel. The balance indicator and the distance indicator

described in Särndal and Lundquist (2014) measure the degree to which the response set is

similar to the full sample with respect to auxiliary variables or paradata available to all

units on the frame.
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Let

y ¼ characteristic of interest, subject to nonresponse

x ¼ auxiliary variable available for all sampled units

P ¼ weighted response rate ¼
P

i[s wiIi=
P

i[s wi;where Ii is a unit response indicator

and wi is the design weight

Assume that y < bxþ 1: Following Särndal and Lundquist (2014), define

Balance Bx ¼ �xr 2 �xs, the difference between mean value for respondents and mean

value for sampled units where �xr ¼
P

i[s wixiIi=
P

i[s wiIi and �xs ¼P
i[s wixi=

P
i[s wi: Bx ¼ 0 is an indicator that the respondent set is a

random sample of the parent sample for all collected variables correlated

with x, the auxiliary variable.

Imbalance Measured as IBx ¼ ð�xr 2 �xsÞ
0S

21
s ð�xr 2 �xsÞ Ss ¼

P
i[s wixix

0
i=
P

i[s wi:

A balance indicator for variable x is given as BIx ¼ 1 2 2P
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IBx

p
. This measure is bounded

between 0 and 1, with values close to 1 indicating balance on the respondent sample for the

studied variable. However, it tends to overestimate this quality.

Distance Dx ¼ �xr 2 �xnr the difference between mean value for respondents and mean

value for nonrespondents on variable x. This is measured as Dx ¼

ð�xr 2 �xnrÞ
0S

21
s ð�xr 2 �xnrÞ:

Ideally, the balance indicator should be near 1 and distance indicator should be near 0. These

measures were designed as process metrics to be monitored during data collection, similar to

other process metrics such as R-indicators: see Ouwehand and Schouten (2014) and Schouten

et al. (2009), among others. The imbalance and distances measures (IBx and Dx) are

approximate chi-square statistics with one degree of freedom and can therefore be tested for

significant difference from zero using a large-sample approximation (Johnson and Wichern

1988, 190–191) with a few strong caveats, that is, the variance estimator is very conservative

and does not incorporate the finite population sample design features. Likewise, contrasts

between panels (within subdomain) can be tested using the multivariate Hottellings-T2

analogue. However, these tests are extremely conservative, making it difficult to detect

differences from zero (individual tests) or between panels (multivariate test).

2.2. Indicators Involving Survey Outcome: Type 3 Indicator Analysis

Type 3 indicators combine response rates, frame or auxiliary data available for all sampled

units, and survey data to model potential effects of nonresponse bias. The proxy pattern-

mixture (PPM) analysis first proposed by Andridge and Little (2011) falls into this

indicator category. In brief, the PPM model reduces a set of fully observed auxiliary

variables to a single “proxy” variable X. The joint distribution of a survey outcome Y and

this proxy X is modeled as a bivariate normal distribution with separate parameters for

respondents and nonrespondents (a pattern-mixture model). Andridge and Thompson
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(2015b) develop a PPM model using a bivariate gamma model that is more appropriate for

the studied skewed business populations. Either formulation produces adjusted estimates

of the mean of Y under different missingness mechanisms, explicitly specified in the model

used to link the proxy and outcome variable.

The Fraction of Missing Information (FMI) has been proposed as a metric for assessing

the risk of nonresponse bias for a specific adjusted survey estimate (Wagner 2010, 2012;

Andridge and Little 2011; Andridge and Thompson 2015a, 2015b). The FMI is a measure

of loss of precision due to nonresponse, and is the ratio of between-imputation variance to

total variance for a specific estimator (Little and Rubin 2002). The FMI value for a given

Y is bounded between 0 and 1. In the PPM framework, FMI is computed with respect to

an assumed response mechanism and a specified imputation model (in the application

described in Section 3, a no-intercept regression model whose predictor is a frame

variable), so that an FMI value close to zero indicates little or no nonresponse bias effects

in the variable after adjustment and a value close to one indicates the reverse. To test the

robustness of the imputation model to response mechanism, we compute the FMI of a

given outcome variable at the two extremes, specifically Missing At Random (MAR) and

Not Missing At Random (NMAR). If the FMI values for the variable obtained under

different response mechanisms are close together, then the inflation of variance due to an

MNAR mechanism is not severe, relative to the MAR mechanism. For a more detailed

discussion of the factors impacting FMI and its use in the PPM framework, see Andridge

and Thompson (2015a).

Wagner (2010) computes the FMI of several key variables during survey collection to

study whether additional data collection decreases nonresponse bias effects over time. Our

evaluation is analogous. We are particularly interested in seeing whether the increased

response rates in a treatment panel have a corresponding beneficial effect in terms of

nonresponse bias reduction on more than one variable. Furthermore, examining the FMI

for an item by treatment panel while holding the prediction model constant provides

insight into the composition of the respondent data population, building on the balance and

distance indicators presented earlier by examining collected survey data. If the respondent

set is “balanced,” we expect to see low FMI and we hope to see small differences in

corresponding FMI estimates (MAR vs. NMAR).

The FMI values are strongly related to the strength of the predictors used in the proxy.

In some instances, a treatment effect might be completely ameliorated by an excellent

predictor (strong proxy). The converse can also be true if the relationship between

predictors and outcome is not strong (weak proxy).

3. 2014 Panel Test: Testing Alternative NFRU Procedures on Small Businesses

3.1. Background and Study Design

Section 1 outlines the motivation for selecting the ASM as the vehicle for testing NRFU

strategies for single unit establishments for the upcoming 2017 Economic Census.

However, there are some key differences in survey design between the two programs. The

term “economic census” is a slight misnomer since the majority of sectors select a small

stratified sample of single unit establishments. The ASM is a stratified sample, with strata
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are defined by six-digit industry code using the North American Industry Classification

System (NAICS). The industry strata are further subdivided into two subdomains:

certainty and noncertainty. The largest multi and single unit establishments in an industry

are included with certainty. The remaining establishments are a stratified Pareto-PPS

sample, selected with probability proportional to a composite measure of size (MOS)

based on annual payroll from the most recent Economic Census and realized sampling

weights ranging from 1.01 to 20. The ASM surveys approximately 50,000 establishments

selected from a universe of about 328,500. About 7,000 of the approximate 20,000

establishments included with certainty are single unit establishments, and about 10,000 of

the approximate 30,000 noncertainty are single unit establishments. To reduce respondent

burden, units below a certain size threshold do not receive a questionnaire; their data are

obtained using administrative records and model imputation. Similarly, the ASM imputes

complete records for unit nonrespondents. See http://www.census.gov/manufacturing/

asm/ for additional information on the ASM methodology.

For both the ASM and the Economic Census, the collection design varies by type of

unit, with contact strategies designed to ensure that the largest cases provide valid

response data. Nonresponding multi unit establishments and selected larger single unit

establishments receive more frequent NRFU contacts and can include more expensive

personal contacts, such as phone follow-up. The remaining small single unit

establishments receive reminders, but are very unlikely to receive personal contact. The

contact strategy for single unit establishments in the 2014 ASM relied entirely on mail

outreach. Altogether, there are five possible contacts:

. Initial contact letter (all sampled units), providing a deadline and requesting internet

response via a secure system that includes username and password

. First NRFU: reminder letter stating that response is past due and again requesting

response via internet.

. Second NRFU: reminder letter plus paper questionnaire. Historically, the

questionnaire was included in the initial mailing; this is the first time the

questionnaire mailing has been delayed until the second NRFU. This was done

primarily to push internet collection over paper collection, but also to save money.

. Third and fourth NRFU: progressively threatening letters requesting response. See

Figure 1 the Appendix for a sample.

Historically, the Economic Census and the ASM have been mail-out/mail-back

collections. Although both programs are moving towards complete internet collection,

there were concerns that not all businesses could respond through this mode, coupled with

concerns about previous respondent conditioning towards paper collection. Especially

because of the latter, the ASM subject matter experts were not comfortable with a

complete push towards internet collection for the 2014 survey year. Instead, they preferred

to “transition” respondents by including a paper questionnaire at some stage of the NRFU

and then dropping the paper instrument entirely from the 2015 collection onward.

Three separate NRFU strategies were tested in the 2014 embedded experiment. To

obtain the treatment panels, the ASM single unit sample was blocked on three-digit

NAICS industry and certainty/noncertainty subdomain. Establishments were sorted within

blocks by their sampling frame MOS (see Subsection 3.1; hereafter, we refer to this
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variable as MOS) and systematically assigned to treatment panels using a random start.

Thus, each treatment panel’s composition is balanced by industry, certainty/noncertainty

subdomain, and establishment size. At the time of initial mail, each panel contained

approximately 5,700 single units and was expected to have 3,300 nonrespondents at the

time of the second NRFU.

Table 1 presents the tested contact strategies by treatment panel. Each round of contact

followed the same fixed calendar schedule. The experimental treatments (NRFU

strategies) that do not follow the normal contact strategy are italicized. For all panels, the

initial contact and first NRFU procedure are the same. The control panel uses the contact

strategies for the 2014 ASM described above. Treatment panels 1 and 2 respectively test

the effectiveness of a certified letter (T1) and the negative flyer/letter provided in Figure 2

of the Appendix (T2) as the second NRFU. All NRFU protocols include a questionnaire

mailing (denoted as form in Table 1); however, this mailing is delayed until the third

NRFU contact for the T1 and T2 panels. Lastly, all treatment panels received the same

final letter as fourth NRFU contact.

3.2. Results

A major benefit of a successful adaptive collection strategy would be to reduce the

nonresponse bias in the survey estimates [Note: it can be argued that cost savings are the

more compelling factor, and this must be considered in the final design]. In our

experimental setting, it is possible that a given NRFU strategy could improve response

rates without resulting in any detectable differences in the estimate quality if all three sets

of respondent samples are “representative” (i.e., all sample units’ response mechanism is

missing completely at random or missing at random) or are all equally lacking in a

subdomain (e.g., the smallest establishments). On the other hand, it is not difficult to

determine a single “treatment effect” when one NRFU method exhibits improved

performance on one measure of nonresponse bias over the others.

3.2.1. Type (1) and Type (2) Indicator Analyses

Figure 1 separately plots “proxy” unit response rates over time by treatment panels for

certainty cases and for noncertainty cases within panel. These are not the officially

released unit response rates, as the study data had undergone minimal editing and

imputation at the time of analysis. We categorized a unit as responding if it provided a

value for annual payroll; this value may or may not be used in the final tabulations (an

imputed or administrative data value may be substituted). For simplicity, hereafter we

refer to this proxy rate as the unit response rate.

Table 1. Contact strategies by treatment panel.

Panel
Initial
mail

First
NRFU Second NRFU

Third
NRFU

Fourth
NRFU

Control (C) Letter Letter Form Letter Letter
Treatment 1 (T1) Letter Letter Certified Letter Form Letter
Treatment 2 (T2) Letter Letter Letter/Negative Flyer Form Letter
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Regardless of certainty status, these plots provide strong visual evidence of an improved

response rate when the certified letter is used for the second NRFU attempt, in contrast

to the other treatments, which have virtually indistinguishable response rate plots. We

substantiate this observation using chi-square tests of independence of treatment and

response rate whose results are presented in Table 2.

All tests reject the null hypothesis (at a ¼ 0.05), providing evidences that at least one

treatment results in a different unweighted response rate, with an “across the board” effect

(i.e., not confined to a single subdomain). However, the first round of NRFU is the same for

all treatments, and it is possible that the differences in unit response rates could be

attributable to a pre-existing difference in unit response rates between panels that existed

before the second round of follow-up. To assess this, we performed similar analyses within

subdomain, treating the cases that responded before the second round of NRFU as the

respondents. None of these tests provide sufficient evidence (at a ¼ 0.05) of a “treatment

panel effect” on the unit response rate before the second follow-up procedure is introduced.

It does appear that the difference in response rates between treatment panels is primarily

attributable to the differences in NRFU procedures at the second round of NRFU.

Table 2. Tests for equivalence of unit response rate by treatment.

Certainty Noncertainty

Treatment panel Unweighted Unweighted* Weighted**

C Response rates 69.80 78.90 76.97
T1 73.21 81.73 80.86
T2 69.57 78.10 75.85

Test statistic 9.50 15.05 11.48

p-value 0.0087 0.0005 0.0030

*x
2(2), Pearson test.

**x
2
RSð2Þ; Rao-Scott Adjusted test.
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Fig. 1. Unit response rates by treatment panel certainty (a) and noncertainty (b).
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Inspecting Table 2, it appears that the unit response rates for the control panel (C) and

the letter/flyer (T2) panels are very similar. Performing reduced tests – dropping the T1

treatment panel – yields no treatment effect for all single unit cases, providing further

evidence of no treatment effect using the negative letter (unweighted x2ð1Þ ¼ 0:48;

p-value ¼ 0.49; weighted x 2
RSð1Þ ¼ 0:44; p-value ¼ 0.51), for certainty cases

(unweighted x 2ð1Þ ¼ 0:02; p-value ¼ 0.87), and for noncertainty cases (unweighted

x2ð1Þ ¼ 0:62; p-value ¼ 0.42; weighted x2
RSð1Þ ¼ 0:49; p-value ¼ 0.49). Ultimately,

these results provide evidence that sending a certified letter, followed by remailing the

form to the remaining nonrespondents, increases the response rate over the other two

treatments. Equally important, these results provide evidence that sending a strongly

worded message of delinquency and obligation, followed by remailing the form to the

remaining nonrespondents does not improve the response rate.

We examine failure-time as a function of treatment panel (baseline ¼ control panel).

Table 3 provides the maximum likelihood estimates for each parameter along with the

associated hazard ratio. Statistically significant regression parameters and hazard ratios

at a ¼ 0.05 are indicated by an asterisk.

For the noncertainty single unit cases, these results provide evidence of a positive effect

on time to respond for the cases in the certified letter treatment (T1) panel and an increased

probability of responding over the current procedure. The increased probability of

responding translates to an increased overall response rate in this subdomain, as shown

above. These smaller units are responding more quickly and at a higher rate, providing

convincing evidence that the certified letter treatment is more effective than the current

procedure for eliciting responses from the noncertainty single unit cases. Further

confirmation is provided by the pairwise contrast test of the T1 and T2 treatments in the

noncertainty population ( p-value ¼ 0.0001).

For the certainty single unit cases, there is evidence of a positive effect on time to

respond for the cases in the letter/flyer treatment (T1) panel and an increased probability of

responding over the current procedure. Recall, however, that there is no significant

difference in unit response rate for these units in the control and T2 panels. Thus, the

increased probability of eventually responding has no practical effects. Indeed, it appears

that responding units are simply answering the survey in a timelier manner, with a

nonsignificant contribution from “new” units being converted to respondents via the

letter/flyer treatment.

The previous analyses provided evidence that the T1 NRFU strategy elicits more

responses from small noncertainty units than the other two NRFU strategies under

consideration. If this is the case – and the other two panels underrepresent these smaller

Table 3. Proportional hazards regression model tests by subdomain.

Certainty Noncertainty

Parameter Estimate Hazard ratio Estimate Hazard ratio

T1 (certified letter – form) 0.06 1.07 0.09* 1.10*
T2 (letter/flyer – form) 0.08* 1.08* 20.03 0.97
Contrast (T1-T2) test p-value 20.36 ,0.0001
Global test p-value 0.0542 ,0.0001
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units in the response set – then the T1 sample composition should be a more

“representative” subsample of the ASM single unit sample. Table 4 presents the distance

and balance measures on 2014 administrative payroll and MOS by panel and certainty

status (subdomain).

For this analysis, we are interested in whether one particular treatment appears to yield

a more representative sample than the others or if all have equally balanced or equally

unbalanced samples. Overall, all panels are balanced with respect to both auxiliary

variables. In fact, there were no significant differences from zero for any individual

imbalance measure (all p-values greater than 0.99), and the multivariate panel contrast

tests are likewise not significant. The corresponding distance measures are very close to

zero, with none of the conservative individual chi-square tests detecting a difference

( p-values ranging from 0.63 to 0.99) and nonsignificant differences between panels. These

measures were originally proposed as process control measures. In that spirit, we make

a few observations. First, for the certainty units, the T2 panel (letter/flyer – form) is

perfectly balanced on both auxiliary variables and has the minimal difference (at the fourth

decimal place, not shown). For the larger single unit establishments, this provides some

support for the subject matter experts’ contention that the harsh tone of the flyer elicits

response at higher rate than the other NRFU protocols. This is not the case for the

noncertainty units. Here, the two alternative treatments (T1 and T2) result in apparently

more balanced respondent samples than that obtained with the current (C) procedure. One

could argue that the marginally improved results on 2014 administrative payroll with the

T1 NRFU procedure are more relevant than the reverse seen with the T2 NRFU procedure

on the T2 sample because the administrative data are obtained from the concurrent

collection period. Again, this is not a strong argument – or completely convincing

evidence of superior balance for either treatment – given the optimality of the balance and

distance indicators for all treatments and panels.

3.2.2. Type (3) Indicators

Using the bivariate-gamma PPM formulation (Andridge and Thompson 2015b), we

compare the FMI within treatment panel on three separate survey items (payroll,

employment, and receipts), producing a separate proxy for each by regressing the outcome

variable on MOS within three-digit industry (a no-intercept linear regression model). As

recommended by Andridge and Thompson (2015a, 2015b), we use multiple imputation to

produce all estimates, with 200 draws given a burn-in period of 500 draw and thinning at

every tenth draw. Our three study items have varying proxy strength: the payroll proxy fit

Table 4. Distance and balance measures by panel on administrative payroll and MOS.

Certainty Noncertainty

Payroll MOS Payroll MOS

Treatment BIx Dx BIx Dx BIx Dx BIx Dx

C (control) 0.98 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.97 0.01 0.98 0.00
T1 (certified letter – form) 0.98 0.00 0.97 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.99 0.00
T2 (letter/flyer – form) 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 0.00
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is extremely strong (as expected), the employment proxy is very strong, and the receipts

proxy fit is weak.

Figure 2 presents the adjusted-R2, nonresponse rate, and FMI values by treatment panel

for the three studied items, focusing exclusively on single unit noncertainty cases; there

are insufficient data in the certainty subdomains to perform similar analysis and the

combined analysis results does not differ from the noncertainty analysis. The models used

to develop the payroll and employment proxies use all respondent data; five outliers were

removed from the total receipts model to improve the fit [Note: these outliers would not be

present in fully edited data].

Regardless of outcome variable, Figure 2 shows that all FMI values for all variables are

well below the nonresponse rate, signaling that the studied estimates are not overly subject

to nonresponse bias in any given panel (Andridge and Little 2011). However, the T1 panel

estimates always have the lowest FMI of the three corresponding panel estimates under the

MAR and NMAR response mechanisms. Since the regression models differ only in the

treatment variable, this provides limited evidence that the T1 respondent data set is more

representative on the studied variables than the others given the assumed models.

Furthermore, with the exception of receipts, the T1 FMIs exhibit the smallest spread. With

payroll, the small spread is likely a consequence of the extremely strong proxy. However,

with employees, the reduced spread shows the combined effect of the fairly strong proxy

and the small distance between respondents and nonrespondents. With receipts, the T1

FMI levels remain smaller than the T2 levels; the similar spread shows the effect of the

weaker proxy on correcting nonresponse.
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Fig. 2. FMI for noncertainty single units for three key survey variables by treatment panel under two alternative

response mechanisms.
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Not surprisingly, the FMI results for the payroll model are essentially identical to the

distance and balance indicator results provided in Subsection 3.2.1., given that the MOS

variable is largely derived from Economic Census payroll values. Restricting this analysis

to these balance and distance indicators – or to the FMI from the payroll proxy – appears

to be overly optimistic about the effect of NRFU protocol on respondent sample

composition. Examining the FMIs of the employment and receipts proxies is more

revealing, as they demonstrate a negative effect on the respondent sample for other – more

difficult to impute – items obtained using T2 NRFU protocol.

Examined collectively and quantitatively, this embedded experiment showed:

. A NRFU strategy that includes a contact strategy that emphasizes the value of

response from a sampled respondent such as a certified letter elicits responses from

the smallest businesses in the sample. This is consistent with the results presented in

Torres van Grinsven et al. (2014).

. A NRFU strategy that elicits response through negative reinforcement (stressing

dereliction, for example) has no effect on the small business’s response propensities.

It does appear to decrease the response time for the larger surveyed companies, but

did not increase the number of respondents.

. The increased response from sampled smaller businesses obtained via the T1

(certified letter) NRFU protocol improved the overall representativeness of the

response set over the other considered methods. This effect was more apparent for

items with lower item response-rates and weaker imputation models.

The positive effects on response rate and response composition are not entirely confined

to this embedded experiment; similar findings with certified letter mailings in selected

industries from the 2007 and 2012 Economic Censuses are presented in Marquette et al.

(2015). Emphasizing the importance of the individual business’ contribution to the survey

has been shown to positively affect response in other business programs as well (Kennedy

and Phipps 1995), without demonstrating a strong association between the solicited

response and the resultant data quality, however. A limitation of our study is that we do not

address measurement errors, which could increase the nonsampling error component of

the total survey error from nonrespondent conversion, as pointed out by a referee.

Nevertheless, the strong collective experimental evidence from this study has motivated

a NRFU protocol change for single unit establishments beginning with the 2015 ASM

collection. Henceforth, all nonrespondent single unit establishments will receive a

certified letter reminder as the second NRFU contact.

4. Ongoing 2015 ASM Test

The primary purpose of the 2014 embedded experiment was to determine a NRFU

protocol that elicited improved response from small businesses sampled in the ASM. The

larger research question is how to effectively implement this protocol in an adaptive

collection design, balancing competing interests of costs and quality. One considered

approach is the selection of a probability subsample of small single unit businesses for

NRFU; an alternative approach is to continue the current procedure of NRFU of all

originally sampled units, but target the more expensive procedures to subdomains that
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have lower initial response. The 2015 ASM test considers both approaches, serving two

purposes:

1. Compare quality effects of using targeted selection of nonrespondents to receive

certified mail reminder compared to sending all nonrespondents a certified mail

reminder letter (adaptive design NRFU protocol versus fixed design NRFU protocol)

2. Compare quality effects of selecting a probability subsample of nonrespondents for

NRFU

As with the 2014 test, the target population will be the ASM single unit nonrespondents.

The experimental design is different, however. All ASM noncertainty single unit cases

receive the same initial contact letter, due date reminder letter, and first NRFU letter. This

maximizes the usage of previously-proven contact strategies for this survey. After the first

NRFU concludes, the ASM industries will be split into two separate panels, based on the

blocking criteria such as sample size, proxy unit response rates, and total stratum payroll.

All nonrespondent units in the control panel receive a certified letter reminder (second

NRFU) and a strongly-worded reminder letter if they have not responded to the second

NRFU attempt.

The treatment panel assignment is more complex. We use the optimized allocation

described in Kaputa et al. (2014) to select a targeted systematic probability subsample of units

in each industry (T1). These sampled units (T1) receive a certified letter reminder (second

NRFU) and an OGC letter if necessary. The remaining complimentary units (T2) receive a

reminder letter (not certified) and an OGC letter if necessary. Consequently, all

nonresponding units in the treatment panel receive some form of NRFU. This approach is

not dissimilar in spirit from the score-prioritization strategy presented in Berthelot and

Latouche (1993). The earlier work proposed limiting expensive NRFU strategies to pre-

selected units with a high expected impact on survey totals, but retaining a (less expensive)

NRFU procedure for all total nonrespondents “to ensure that at least the status of the

respondent (active, inactive, or out of scope) is obtained.” (Berthelot and Latouche 1993, 419).

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental design implemented in the 2015 ASM Adaptive

Design Test.

Single Units

Nonrespondents

Control Panel
(Industries)

Treatment Panel
(Industries)

T1

NRFU 2 – Cert Letter
NRFU 3 – OGC Letter

NRFU 2 – Cert Letter
NRFU 3 – OGC Letter

NRFU 2 – Letter
NRFU 3 – OGC Letter

T2

Initial Letter
Due Date Reminder

NRFU 1 - Letter

Fig. 3. Experimental design for 2015 ASM adaptive design test.
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By retaining the subsampling parameters associated with the T1 selection, comparisons

can be made between the Control panel and the T1 (subsampled units) panel, as well as the

Control panel and the Test (T1 þ T2) panel. The surveying costs with the Test panel will be

slightly less than 50% of the Control panel costs, as the nonresponse sample allocation uses

an overall 1-in-2 subsampling rate. Retaining the subsampling weights allows us to simulate

the effects on survey estimates of using only a probability sample of nonrespondents. This

experiment was completed in fall 2016 and the results are presently being analyzed.

5. Conclusion

Methodologists frequently rely on simulation studies to assess competing research

proposals. This can work well when the underlying conditions are constant, for example,

comparing alternative sampling designs on the same frame or developing an allocation

strategy for nonrespondent subsampling. The ultimate objective of our research is to

develop an adaptive collection strategy for the Economic Census that simultaneously

reduces costs, maintains response quality, and allows timely and complete estimation. At

surface glance, the originally proposed two-phase sample design appeared to be quite

reasonable. However, having a toolkit of alternative follow-up procedures, with

quantitative evidence on the performance of each is a key component of this approach –

whether only subsampled units receive follow-up or all units receive some form of follow-

up with the more expensive/effective protocol confined to a subsample.

Unfortunately, we did not have such a toolkit. Subject matter experts had anecdotal

opinions (all varying), but no quantitative results. There is very limited literature on

nonresponse follow-up strategies for small businesses. Cognitive research that relies on

focus groups and business site interview with large companies could be useful, but might

not necessarily extrapolate to similar sized establishments operating in different sectors,

let alone to single unit establishments. In short, real experimentation – on the actual target

audience – was required.

The presented case study proves the value of an embedded experiment in this

situation. The test was not difficult to conduct and provided convincing evidence to the

subject matter experts. The split panel design allowed for analysis on a variety of diverse

small businesses in different industries, as opposed to focus groups. The lessons learned

in administering the split panel test helped ensure a smooth operation in the subsequent

(ongoing) planned experiment, and the program’s managers have invited us to continue

embedding experiments in future collection years. Our statistical analyses were

compromised somewhat by the challenges of complex survey design effects, and

ongoing production (changes in collected data throughout collection, especially due to

late response). The power of the tests may be likewise detrimentally affected; especially

the conservative tests performed in the noncertainty subdomains. Nevertheless, the

analyses presented here provided convincing results that we believe can be extrapolated

to other similar populations. Best of all, these analyses go beyond simple response rate

comparisons and this framework can be applied in general to other embedded

experiments.
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Appendix

Fig. 1. NRFU reminder letter (standard).
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